Space is substance, matter is vacancy
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“We used to believe the geocentric model”

Space is substance. Space is filled with substances. A matter[vacancy] cannot exist without observation from space[substances].

Matter[vacancy] is not active. Matter[vacancy] is passive. Matter[vacancy] is just moved by space[substances].

Matter is vacancy, hence matter have a three-dimensional shape in all scale. A matter[vacancy] is carried by space[substances], just like an electron hole is.

A matter[vacancy] has discrete quantity. space[substances] has continuous quantity.

Light is a naked matter[vacancy].

A common matter is a mixture of some naked matters and space[substances].

The more mixed matter[vacancy] and space[substances] become, the more continuous a matter becomes.

When some matters bond each other and become compact, some new naked vacancies[light] appear.

Space[substances] and matter[vacancy] want to mix, hence “One cannot put back the clock”.

Diversity of matter is made by fictionality.